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The transverse polarization of quarks within a transversely polarized nucleon, ℎ@1 (G), can only be
accessed through processes involving its coupling with another chiral-odd functions, such as the
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The coupling of ℎ@1 (G) and IFF leads to a measurable azimuthal correlation asymmetry (�sin(q'( )

*)
)

of di-hadron pairs in the final state. In previous work, the STAR experiment at RHIC measured
a non-zero �sin(q'( )
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using polarized proton-proton (?↑?) data from 2011 at

√
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experiment collected dataset of approximately 350 pb−1 from ?↑? collisions at
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1. Introduction1

The internal structure of fast-moving hadrons comprises a large number of quarks and gluons2

collectively known as partons. The number densities of these partons in fast-moving hadrons3

are described by parton distribution functions (PDFs). In a collinear framework, integrating the4

transverse momentum of partons (:) ), at leading twist the spin structure of spin- 1
2 hadrons (such5

as nucleons) can be characterized by three fundamental PDFs: unpolarized PDF ( 51(G)), helicity6

PDF (61(G)), and transversity PDF (ℎ@1 (G)).7

Unlike 51(G) and 61(G), ℎ@1 (G) is a chiral-odd distribution. It necessitates coupling with8

another chiral-odd distribution to appear in any observable and is consequently the least known9

fundamental PDF. ℎ@1 (G) can be measured through single-hadron production in semi-inclusive10

deep-inelastic scattering (SIDIS) or in hadronic collisions. Alternatively, it can also be accessed via11

di-hadron production in hadronic collisions with leading-twist collinear factorization, where ℎ@1 (G)12

couple with Interference Fragmentation Function (IFF), �^1 (I, "
2
ℎ
).13

Due to the chiral-odd nature of ℎ@1 (G), only a few channels exist from which ℎ@1 (G) can be14

extracted. One of the easy and convenient channels is the IFF channel, where partons from15

transversely polarized protons collide with unpolarized partons from unpolarized protons to form16

an excited state parton. This parton further fragments and hadronizes into a di-haron pair in the17

final state via the IFF channel. The difference in the probability of a transversely polarized quark18

producing a hadron pair with opposite signs is described by �^1 (I, "
2
ℎ
). This probability is non-19

vanishing only in the presence of residual interactions in the final state. The existence of final20

state interactions during the fragmentation process allows for at least two competing production21

channels, interfering through a non-vanishing phase. Consequently, this type of fragmentation is22

termed Interference Fragmentation Function, and the corresponding channel is referred to as the IFF23

channel. The transverse polarization of the fragmenting quark influences the azimuthal distributions24

of the final state hadron pair, leading to experimentally observable di-hadron azimuthal correlation25

asymmetry (�sin(q'()
*)

) [1–3]. The measurement of �sin(q'()
*)

provides a means to probe ℎ@1 (G),26

which is involved in the cross-section convoluted with �^1 (I, "
2
ℎ
). It is essential to achieve an27

independent extraction of �^1 (I, "
2
ℎ
) through other experiments, such as 4+4− Belle measurements.28

ℎ
@

1 (G) has its direct connection with the quark tensor charge [4].29

XD =

∫ 1

0
dx ℎDE1 (G; `), X3 =

∫ 1

0
dx ℎ3E1 (G; `) (1)

where, ℎDE1 (G; `) ≡ ℎ@1 − ℎ
@̄

1 are the valance distribution, and ` is the renormalization scale.30

These quark tensor charges play a crucial role in calculating the nucleon electric dipole moment31

based on those of the quarks. Additionally, the isovector tensor charge 6) (=XD − X3), derived from32

the up and down quark tensor charges, is essential for nuclear beta decay, serving as a vital input33

for beyond the Standard Model (BSM) calculations. Therefore, precise knowledge of XD, X3, and34

6) , as well as compatibility between different techniques used for their determination, relies on the35

accurate measurement and universality of ℎ@1 (G). Hence, a precise measurement of �sin(q'()
*)

aids in36

constraining ℎ@1 (G) and testing the universality of the mechanism generating azimuthal correlations37

across SIDIS, 4+4−, lattice QCD, and ?? collisions.38
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2. Experiment and Dataset39

The measurement of �sin(q'()
*)

through the IFF channel in ?? collisions requires the transverse40

polarization of one of the proton beams. The Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider (RHIC) at Brookhaven41

National Laboratory (BNL) stands as the sole facility globally capable of conducting this analysis42

because of its unique ability to collide protons both longitudinally and transversely polarized, up43

to a center-of-mass energy (
√
B) of 510 GeV. For the �sin(q'()

*)
measurement, the identification of44

hadrons in the final state is crucial. Therefore, the Solenoidal Tracker At RHIC (STAR) experiment45

emerges as the optimal detector choice within the RHIC facility because of its particle identification46

(PID) capability. The STAR detector is capable of providing a uniform magnetic field of 0.547

T and features multiple sub-detectors working simultaneously. The data utilized in this analysis48

were recorded at the STAR experiment in 2017, with an integrated luminosity of 320 pb−1 from49

transversely polarized ?? collisions at
√
B = 510 GeV, with an average beam polarization of50

55%. The Time Projection Chamber (TPC) is one of the major subsystems of the STAR detector,51

employed for tracking, momentum reconstruction, and particle identification. The TPC covers52

mid-pseudorapidity (−1 . [ . 1) and provides full 2c azimuthal coverage in the [ − q space53

[5]. The Time-of-Flight (TOF) system has the same coverage as the TPC and is used for the54

PID in conjunction with the TPC by measuring the time of flight of particles [6]. The Barrel55

Electromagnetic Calorimeter (BEMC) is used to trigger events and shares the same coverage as the56

TPC and TOF [7]. The pion pair purity represents the probability that both particles in a pair are57

pions. The combination of the TPC and TOF is employed to achieve 83-92% purity of pion pairs in58

the final state. The bunches of each proton beam in the RHIC ring are transversely polarized up or59

down alternatively with respect to the accelerator plane. However, when the �sin(q'()
*)

is measured60

with respect to a given beam, the polarization of the other beam is integrated over to effectively be61

unpolarized. Elastic scattering of protons on ultra thin carbon ribbon tragets provides the relative62

polarization measurements on fill-by-fill basis, which is further calibrated to obtain the absolute63

polarization using the hydrogen gas jet polarimeter.64

3. Analysis65

Figure 1: Azimuthal angle definitions in the di-
hadron system. ®?ℎ,1(2) represents the momen-
tum of the positive (negative) pion, while ®B0 in-
dicates the beam polarization. q( is the angle
between the beam polarization ( ®B0) and the scat-
tering plane (gray), and q' is the angle between
the scattering plane and the di-hadron plane.

The detection of two hadrons in the final state66

via the IFF channel allows us to relate the trans-67

verse polarization of the fragmenting quark to the68

transverse component of the difference of momen-69

tum vectors of the two hadrons in the final state. The70

relationship is defined using themixed product in Eq.71

2 and maintains the collinear framework [2, 3, 8, 9].72

−→B0 · (
−→
' × −→?ℎ) (2)

where, −→? ℎ = ®?ℎ,1 + ®?ℎ,2 and −→' = ( ®?ℎ,1 − ®?ℎ,2)/273

are the sum and difference of momentum vectors74

®?ℎ,1 and ®?ℎ,2 of two hadrons in the final state repec-75

tively, and −→B0 contains the spin information of the76

fragmentating qurak.77
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The cross-section of such process couples the ℎ@1 (G) with �
^
1 (I, "

2
ℎ
) [10], which gives the78

probability of fragmenting the quark into hadron pairs in the final state, with sinusoidal modulation79

angle difference between scattering plane and di-hadron plane as illustrated in the Fig. 1.80

3f*) ∝ sin(q'()
∫

3G03G1 51(G1)ℎ1(G0)
3Δf̂

3Ĉ
�^1,2 (I, "

2
ℎ) (3)

This sinusoidal modulation gives experimentally observable �sin(q'()
*)

.81

�
sin(q'()
*)

=
3f*)

3f**
=
3f↑ − 3f↓

3f↑ + 3f↓
∝
ℎ
@

1 (G)�
^
1 (I, "

2
ℎ
)

51(G)�1(I, "2
ℎ
)

(4)

The extraction of ℎ@1 (G) from the �sin(q'()
*)

measurement requires �^1 (I, "
2
ℎ
), unpolarized82

di-hadron fragmentation function (�1(I, "2
ℎ
)), and 51(G) provided by some other independent83

measurements. 51(G) is known precisely from DIS and SIDIS measurements. 4+4− data from Belle84

experiment can provide valuable information about �^1 (I, "
2
ℎ
). The measurement of unpolarized85

di-hadron cross section in ?? collision is essential to constrain the highly uncertain �1(I, "2
ℎ
)86

specifically for gluon fragmentation in addtion to Belle 4+4− measurement [11].87

The azimuthal angles for measuring �
sin(q'()
*)

are defined according to the specifications88

outlined in Ref. [3], as illustrated in Fig. 1. The scattering plane is defined by the direction of the89

polarized proton beam ( ®?140<), and the direction of the total momentum ( ®?ℎ) the pion pair. The90

di-pion plane is determined by the momentum vectors of each pion in the pair, ®?ℎ,1 and ®?ℎ,2. The91

difference vector ( ®') resides in the di-hadron plane. The angle between the scattering plane and the92

polarization of the incident beam (®B0) is termed q( . Additionally, the angle between the scattering93

plane and the di-hadron plane is denoted as q'. The angles q( and q' are calculated using Eq. 5 to94

8 and are used to define the angle q'( , where q'( = q' − q( . This angle modulates the polarized95

cross-section, and thus �sin(q'()
*)

by sin(q'(), as detailed in Ref. [3, 12].96

cos(q() =
?̂140< × ®?ℎ
| ?̂140< × ®?ℎ |

· ?̂140< × ®B0| ?̂140< × ®B0 |
(5)

97

sin(q() =
( ®?ℎ × ®B0) · ?̂140<

| ( ?̂140< × ®?ℎ) | | ?̂140< × ®B0 |
(6)

98

cos(q') =
?̂ℎ × ®?140<
| ?̂ℎ × ®?140< |

· ?̂ℎ ×
®'

| ?̂ℎ × ®' |
(7)

99

sin(q') =
( ®?140< × ®') · ?̂ℎ

| ( ?̂ℎ × ®?140<) | | ?̂ℎ × ®' |
(8)

For azimuthally symmetric detectors such as STAR, the calculation of �sin(q'()
*)

can be per-100

formed using the cross-ratio method outlined in Eq. 9. This method is inherently free from101

luminosity and efficiency dependencies in the determination of �sin(q'()
*)

at the leading order, be-102

cause of the combination of different polarization directions and symmetric detector hemispheres103

[13].104

�
sin(q'()
*)

· sin(q'() =
1
%
·
√
# ↑(q'()# ↓(q'( + c) −

√
# ↓(q'()# ↑(q'( + c)√

# ↑(q'()# ↓(q'( + c) +
√
# ↓(q'()# ↑(q'( + c)

(9)
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where, % is the beam polarization and # ↑(↓) is the number of pion pairs when the beam polarization105

is up (down).106

Two oppositely charged pions are paired if they exhibit proximity in [ − q space, satisfying107 √
([ℎ,1 − [ℎ,2)2 + (qℎ,1 − qℎ,2)2 ≤ 0.7, where [ℎ,1(2) and qℎ,1(2) represent the pseudorapidity and108

azimuthal angle of the positive (negative) pion in the pair. The total momentum, ?c+c−
)

, for each109

pion pair must exceed 2.60 GeV/c. q'( is divided into 16 uniform bins spanning [0, 2c], and110

the number of pion pairs in each q'( bin is counted to evaluate the right-hand side of Eq. 9.111

This result is then subjected to a fit using a single-parameter sinusoidal function over the interval112

[0, c] to extract �sin(q'()
*)

as the amplitude of the fit. The �sin(q'()
*)

is measured as a function of113

pseudorapidity ([c+c−), invarient mass (" c+c−
8=E

), and ?c+c−
)

of pion pair.114

The utilization of both TPC and TOF detectors simultaneously for PID results in a higher level115

of pion purity compared to relying solely on TPC for PID. However, due to the lower efficiency of116

TOF, not all events provide TOF information. Hence, the absolute difference between the �sin(q'()
*)

117

calculated from samples with simultaneous TPC and TOF PID and those calculated from TPC PID118

alone is employed as one of the systematic uncertainties (fPID). This refined PID leads fPID to be119

only a few percentage of the maximum �
sin(q'()
*)

signal.120

The triggering mechanics in STAR contribute to the enhancement of quark-initiated jets [14].121

To explore the potential bias effect introduced by the triggers, final state particles are generated in122

simulated ?? events using PYTHIA 6.4.26 [15] with the Perugia-12 tune. For the better agreement123

of simulation and STAR data, slight modifications are made to the PARP(90) parameter in the124

Perugia-12 tune, as outlined in [16, 17]. Furthermore, these final state particles are passed through125

the STAR detector simulator GEANT 3 [18]. The ratio of the quark/parton ratio from the biased126

sample (detector level) to the quark/parton ratio from the unbiased sample (PYTHIA level) is127

utilized to compute the systematic uncertainty associated with trigger bias (ftrig). ftrig is found128

to be 2 - 20% of �sin(q'()
*)

signal, depending on the kinematic variables. The total systematic129

uncertainty is defined as ftot =
√
f2
PID + f

2
trig.130

4. Results131

Since the quantity �sin(q'()
*)

arises from the convolution of ℎ@1 (G) and �
^
1 (I, "

2
ℎ
) modulated by132

B8=(q'(), �sin(q'()
*)

is measured as a function of [c+c− , which is intricately linked to the partonic133

variable G through ℎ@1 (G). �
sin(q'()
*)

is also measured with respect to ?c+c−
)

and " c+c−
8=E

which, in134

turn, is associated with �^1 (I, "
2
ℎ
) through final state variable I, fractional energy carried by the135

hadron pair from the fragmentating quark, and invarient mass of pion pair in the final state.136

A monotonic rise in the measured �
sin(q'()
*)

signal is observed with increasing [c+c− , as137

depicted in Fig. 2. The direction of [c+c− is defined as forward (> 0) and backward (< 0),138

based on the direction of the momentum of the polarized beam. When [c+c− > 0, it signifies the139

forward-propagating transversely polarized parton carrying a larger G value, typically in the valence140

region. This leads to a sizable ℎ@1 (G) and, consequently, a larger �
sin(q'()
*)

signal. Conversely, when141

[c
+c− < 0, it indicates the backward-propagating transversely polarized parton carrying a lower G,142

resulting in a smaller transversity and a significantly suppressed �sin(q'()
*)

signal.143
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Figure 2: �sin(q'( )
*)

vs [c+ c− for 〈?c+ c−
)
〉 = 13 GeV/c. The vertical lines represent statistical uncertainties,

and open rectangular boxs represent systematic uncertainties.

The variation of �sin(q'()
*)

with respect to ?c+c−
)

is illustrated in Fig. 3 for both [c+c− >144

0 (depicted in black) and [c+c− < 0 (depicted in red), considering five distinct " c+c−
8=E

bins. A145

monotonically increasing �sin(q'()
*)

signal is discernible as ?c+c−
)

increases in the forward direction,146

while a relatively smaller �sin(q'()
*)

signal is observed in the backward direction as already seen in147

Fig. 2. Notably, a more pronounced rise in the signal is evident around the mass of the d meson, a148

phenomenon that will be further discussed below.149
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for [c+ c− > 0,
while red points correspond to [c+ c− < 0. The vertical lines indicate statistical uncertainties, and the open
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Figure 5: Comparison of �sin(q'( )
*)

vs " c+ c−
8=E

for the
highest ?c+ c−

)
and [c+ c− > 0. The red points repre-

sent this analysis and black points represent STAR’s
previous result from 2011 data. The gray solid band
represents the theoretical prediction by Radici et al.
[19] utilizing existing SIDIS and 4+4− data exclusively.

Figure 4 illustrates �sin(q'()
*)

as a func-150

tion of " c+c−
8=E

for both [c+c− > 0 (depicted in151

black) and [c+c− < 0 (depicted in red) across152

five distinct ?c+c−
)

bins. The plot exhibits the153

characteristic profile of the invariant mass de-154

pendence of the �^1 (I, "
2
ℎ
), featuring a notice-155

able peak around the mass of the d resonance156

for di-pion pairs especially for [c+c− > 0 for157

higher ?c+c−
)

bins. Model calculations, as doc-158

umented in Ref. [2, 3, 9], elucidate that the159

transverse spin-dependent fragmentation func-160

tion arises from the interference of amplitudes161

possessing different angular momenta. In the162

scenario of di-pion pairs, vector mesons decay-163

ing in a relative p-wave interfere with a non-164

resonant background in a relative s-wave, re-165

sulting in an observable enhancement of the166

�
sin(q'()
*)

signal around the mass of the d me-167

son.168

A comparison between the �sin(q'()
*)

as functions of " c+c−
8=E

for [c+c− > 0 in the highest169

?c
+c−

)
bin is depicted in Fig. 5, incorporating data from both the current analysis (red) and the170

published STAR 500 GeV result (black) [12]. Concurrently, theoretical prediction from Ref. [19]171
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are presented, where the theoretical prediction is based on ℎ@1 (G) derived from SIDIS and�^1 (I, "
2
ℎ
)172

derived from the 4+4− Belle measurement. The global extraction of transversity, leveraging the173

STAR 200 GeV and 500 GeV results, assumes a pivotal role in refining and constraining these174

theoretical predictions, as exemplified by the JAM collaboration [20].175

The consistency of this new findings with the preceding STAR 2011 results is notable, ac-176

companied by a marked improvement in precision at both statistical and systematic levels. The177

larger dataset, featuring an integrated luminosity of !int = 320 pb−1, nearly 13 times larger than178

the antecedent STAR 2011 dataset (!int = 25 pb−1), yields a fourfold enhancement in statistical179

precision. Moreover, the incorporation of TPC together with TOF detector for the PID serves as a180

crucial strategy in mitigating systematic uncertainties.181

5. Summary and Outlook182

This analysis measures the �sin(q'()
*)

as functions of [c+c− , " c+c−
8=E

, and ?c+c−
)

to probe its183

sensitivity to ℎ@1 (G) and �
^
1 (I, "

2
ℎ
) employing the STAR 2017 ?? dataset. Notably, a discernible184

increase in �sin(q'()
*)

is observed in the forward direction ([c+c− > 0), attributed to the higher G185

values, where the quark transversity is anticipated to be substantial. Conversely, a lower �sin(q'()
*)

186

signal corresponds to backward-propagating transversely polarized partons carrying lower G. The187

observed enhancement in the �sin(q'()
*)

signal around the d meson aligns with model calcula-188

tions. Furthermore, the �sin(q'()
*)

exhibits a monotonic increase with ?c+c−
)

. The utilization of a189

larger dataset coupled with a robust PID methodology facilitates precise �sin(q'()
*)

measurements,190

enhancing the constraining power for global analyses.191
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Rφ-

Sφ
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n(

U
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A

-1   L dt = 350 pb∫-IFF STAR Run 17 -π+π

 (proj.)   -1 L dt = 750 pb∫-IFF STAR Run 17+22 -π+π

 (proj.)   -1 L dt = 750 pb∫-IFF STAR Run 17+22 
-

K+K

Figure 6: Statistical error projections of c+c−(red) and  + −(blue) �sin(q'( )
*)

measurements for STAR 2022
dataset. Black points represents the statistical uncertainties of �sin(q'( )

*)
from preliminary result of STAR

2017 dataset. Points are jittered horizontally for visual clearity.

STAR recently acquired a substantially larger ?? dataset, amounting to !int = 400 pb−1, at192

a center-of-mass energy of
√
B = 508 GeV in 2022. This newly obtained dataset, in conjunction193
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with the previous STAR 2017 ?? dataset, holds the potential to enhance the precision of di-194

pion asymmetry measurements as shown in Fig. 6. Furthermore, it enables the advancement195

of analysis through the incorporation of a 3D binning scheme in [c+c− , " c+c−
8=E

, and ?c
+c−

)
.196

This approach provides additional insights into the characteristics of ℎ@1 (G) across these kinematic197

variables simultaneously.198

The exploration of the flavor dependence of ℎ@1 (G) becomes feasible by measuring asymmetry199

for various hadron pairs, such as  + −,  +c−( −c+), and c+c−, in ?? collisions. The combined200

dataset from 2017 and 2022 can be effectively utilized to measure di-hadron asymmetry for low201

multiplicity hadron pairs like  + −, offering a unique avenue to probe B-quark transversity.202

In addition to the �^1 (I, "
2
ℎ
), another crucial factor for constraining ℎ@1 (G) is the �1(I, "2

ℎ
).203

STAR is planning for measurements of unpolarized cross-section at
√
B = 200 and 500 GeV. These204

measurements aim to tighten the currently loosely constrained �1(I, "2
ℎ
), particularly for the gluon205

fragmentation function, which lacks constraints from 4+4− data.206
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